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Deep Freeze 77 operational meteorology for the United
States Antarctic Program commenced with the deployment
of eight Naval Support Force, Antarctica (NSFA)
meteorology personnel to Christchurch, New Zealand, in
late August. This group supported the winter fly-in
(wirwix) to McMurdo in early September. Following
wirwi. y , five members of the group went to McMurdo to
help the winter crew. Two remained in Christchurch to
assist and train New Zealand Meteorology Service personnel
destined for service at Amundsen-Scott South Pole Station.

During October 1976 McMurdo meteorology personnel
provided weather forecasts for support of international
search and rescue efforts in the Antarctic Peninsula area.

Flights into McMurdo on 7 October marked the begin-
ning of summer activities. On 11 October the last member
of the winter meteorology crew departed for warmer
climates.

October at McMurdo had record low temperatures;
minus 40°C was recorded. Temperatures as low as minus
54°C were observed at the Williams Field skiway. Wind chill
factors below minus 90°C occurred on several days. Skiway
temperatures above minus 29°C did not occur until late on
17 October, and above minus 18°C readings were observed
only for a few hours on 25, 26, 29, 30, and 31 October. Oc-
tober 1976 was the coldest October on record for the
McMurdo area, averaging minus 26°C.

During October meteorology field kits were issued to Ross
Ice Shelf Project (RIsP) and New Zealand parties for use near
McMurdo. Surface weather reports from RISP camps and a
New Zealand camp at White Island proved beneficial in
forecasting the approach and onset of severe storms.

November, a transitional month from winter to summer,
lived up to its stormy reputation. Severe storms with winds
gusting over 85 knots occurred during 4-5 November and
14-15 November. During both storms the wind measuring
systems at McMurdo Station and Williams Field were
damaged. Field party weather reports and information from
satellite imagery gave local forecasters adequate data to
generate several hours advance warning of the approaching
storms.

Early in November, meteorological equipment experts
from Fleet Weather Facility, Alameda, and the Pacific
Missile Test Center, Point Mugu, California, arrived in
McMurdo. In 3 weeks they installed several new sensing
systems at McMurdo and performed preventive mainte-
nance and calibration on all surface and upper atmosphere
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observational equipment located at McMurdo and South
Pole Stations. The second New Zealand meteorology crew to
man the South Pole meteorology program passed through
McMurdo 2-4 November. A week later the initial New
Zealand crew returned to McMurdo enroute to New
Zealand.

The field camp at dome C (74.7 °S. 123.8°E.) was opened
on 10 November, and meteorological sensors for wind,
temperature, and pressure were installed. On 23 November
a special high altitude digital barometer for altimeter set-
tings was installed. The indicated altitude on visiting LC-
130s was within 3 meters of the recorded skiway altitude.

The first dedicated ice reconnaissance flight in several
years was conducted on 13 December. The 7-hours flight
reconnoitered the western Ross Sea and Hallett Station.
Special effort was made to identify multiyear ice, an ex-
treme hazard to ships.

Naval Support Force personnel installed temperature and
wind sensing and recording systems at Siple Station on 21-22
December.

A Navy Research Laboratory technician arrived on 14
December to prepare the Polar Automatic Weather Station
(PAWS) for field implant on Minna Bluff. On 26 December
the unit was transported the 70 kilometers to Minna Bluff by
helicopter as an external load. Design and structural failures
led to return of the unit to McMurdo on 23 January. In the
intervening period three trips were made to the site to at-
tempt field repairs.

A major snowstorm moved through the McMurdo area
during 7, 8, and 9 January. Twenty to 25 centimeters of wet
snow fell, and winds gusted to over 50 knots. The high winds
and wet snow were considered significant factors in the
structural failure of the antenna mast and sensor masts of
the PAWS.

January brought supply ships and related high interest in
the western Ross Sea pack ice conditions. Ice observers from
Fleet Weather Facility, Suitland, Maryland arrived in New
Zealand aboard the USNS Schuyler Otis Bland. One observer
remained on board Bland as it transited from New Zealand
to McMurdo. The other observer flew to McMurdo and
coordinated additional ice reconnaissance flights.

USCGC Northwind retrieved an upper-air ground
meteorological device (GMD) from Hallett Station for return
to a rework facility.

The end of January and beginning of February brought
the close of summer science field camps and a reduced
workload for meteorology. All nonessential meteorology
personnel were redeployed. The operational forecasters and
observers remained in McMurdo until the final flights.

In summary, upgrading of the ground satellite receiving
and recording equipment, combined with increased obser-
vations by field parties, significantly improved the
forecasting. Upgrading of field camp environmental sensing
equipment, such as the high altitude altimeter setting in-
dicator at dome C, provided additional flight safety.
Retrograde from Byrd, Hallett, South Pole, and McMurdo
returned several hundred thousand dollars worth of
meteorological equipment to Navy rework facilities for
overhaul. Finally, the Naval Support Force, Antarctica,
meteorology officer was established as the primary in-
vestigator for all U.S. antarctic operational meteorology.
This arrangement should provide the centralized control
and management continuity necessary for program develop-
ment and improvement.
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